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Over the coming period Galerie Ra will be displaying new jewellery by Sigurd
Bronger, in a presentation entitled In Between.
You are cordially invited to the opening of this exhibition, attended by the artist,
on Saturday 28 February from 4 to 6 pm.

exhibition

Sigurd Bronger
In Between
28.02.15 – 11.04.15
Sigurd Bronger has made a collection
of rings, booches and pendants called
‘Carrying Devices’.
The collective theme In Between refers
to the construction of this jewellery
which incorporates a specific material
or object secured in a holder. Sigurd
either constructs this holder himself
or makes it from existing artefacts.
While the materials secured in these
holders were previously natural in
nature, such as an egg, a stone or a
shell, nowadays he also uses materials
from medical science or technology.
The contrast between the generally
robust steel holder and the fragile or
delicate item this holds generates an
amusing absurdity. With some pieces
a magnifying glass ‘In Between’ the
viewer and the object creates extra
focus. For this collection Sigurd has
once again reused an iconic piece of
jewellery by an artist colleague, the
Chewing Gum Brooch by Ted Noten.
Sigurd Bronger’s work positions itself
‘In Between’ wearable jewellery and art
objects

books
Work by Sigurd Bronger is presented
and discussed in the publications:
Sigurd Bronger, Laboratorium Mechanum,
monograph, 2011, English-GermanNorwegian, € 49.80
Sigurd Bronger, Torsten and Wanja
Söderbergs Award 2012, 2013, EnglishSwedish, € 16
Aftermath of Art Jewellery, 2013, English,
€ 24.80
From the Coolest Corner/ Nordic Jewellery,
2013, English, € 39.80

announcements
Galerie Ra on Frame / Schmuck
From 11 to 17 March Galerie Ra will present its artists at the
Frame fair in Munich, with special focus on new work by
Sigurd Bronger. This presentation runs parallel with Schmuck
2015, the major international exhibition of
jewellery, that also includes work by artists
represented by Galerie Ra: Kyoko Fukuchi from
Japan, Christine Graf and Mirjam Hiller from
Germany, Nils Hint from Estonia, Manon van
Kouswijk from Australia and Paul Derrez from
the Netherlands.
During this week Galerie Ra will be closed.
Manon van Kouswijk

Mirjam Hiller

